ENCLOSURE 7A.1

CANNOCK CHASE COUNCIL
COUNCIL
4TH NOVEMBER 2009
REPORT OF CHIEF EXECUTIVE
ELECTORAL CYCLE

1.

Purpose of Report
To inform Members of the legal position regarding the requirement to hold an election by a third
in May 2010.

2.

3.

Recommendation(s)
2.1

That Council note the legal position and subsequent financial implications
regarding the requirement to hold an election by a third in May 2010.

2.2

That Council note the action being taken by the Chief Executive in respect
of securing advice on any redress the Council may have.

Summary (inc. brief overview of relevant background history)
On 25th June 2008, the Council’s Director of Governance (the Council’s Solicitor and Monitoring
Officer at the time) prepared a report to Council on 25th June 2008, entitled ‘Consultation on
Changes to Electoral Arrangements’. The report is attached at Annex 1 (although incorrectly
titled for Council on 13th August). The report provided Members with the opportunity to consider
whether they wished to continue with the present electoral cycle of elections by thirds, or
alternatively commence a consultation process regarding whether the Council should change
to whole elections every four years with effect from 2011. The opportunity for the Council to
change its electoral cycle was provided by the Local Government Public Involvement in Health
Act 2007, which came into force on 30th December 2007.
Following receipt of this report on 25th June 2008, Council resolved ‘That a consultation
process be commenced in accordance with the Local Government and Public Involvement in
Health Act 2007 on whether the Council should change to whole elections every 4 years as
from 2011’.
Public consultation was then undertaken regarding the potential change from ‘elections by
thirds’ to ‘whole elections every four years’ and upon conclusion of the consultation, the
Council’s Director of Governance prepared a report to Council on 10th December 2008,
enclosed at Annex 2 recommending ‘that Council either continue with the current electoral
cycle by thirds OR with effect from 2011 adopt the electoral cycle of whole elections every four
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years’. Council resolved ‘That with effect from 2011, the Council adopts the electoral cycle of
whole Council elections every four years’.
The outcome of the Council’s decision on 10th December 2008 was communicated to residents
through the Chase Matters residents’ magazine and a press release was issued to local media.
On the evening of 26th October 2009, the Chief Executive received a telephone call from the
Director for the Department for Communities and Local Government (‘DCLG’) regarding the
Council’s electoral cycle. DCLG stated that they were aware that the Council had resolved to
change its electoral cycle to whole elections every four years with effect from 2011, however in
accordance with the existing scheme of electing in thirds, the Council would be required to hold
an election of a third in May 2010 prior to the whole election in May 2011.
Given the departure of the Director of Governance and the absence of the Head of Legal and
Democratic Services, on 27th October 2009, the Chief Executive sought the urgent advice of
Counsel regarding the legality of the Council’s decision to change the electoral cycle to whole
elections in 2011 and whether there is a legal requirement to hold an election of a third in May
2010 as stated by DCLG.
On 29th October, the Chief Executive received Counsel’s advice which confirms:
On 10th April 2001, the then Secretary of State passed ‘the District of Cannock Chase
(Electoral Changes) Order 2001’. This Order predominantly provided that there would be an
election of the whole Council in 2002 and in subsequent year’s election of Councillors for
Wards of the District would be by thirds.
Whilst the provisions of the new 2007 Act empowered the Council to change their electoral
scheme, provided certain procedural requirements were met, it did not permit the Council to
override the provisions of the 2001 Order (requiring elections by thirds). In addition, s.34 of the
Act provides that when a resolution for whole elections is passed, in respect of nonmetropolitan District Councils, elections must be held in 2011 and every fourth year thereafter.
This means that given the whole election scheme cannot legally commence until 2011, the
existing Scheme of elections by thirds remains and force and legally the Council is required to
hold an election by a third in May 2010.
The procedural requirements contained in the Act and referred to above, were detailed in the
report to Council on 25th June 2008 (although incorrectly dated 13th August 2008). Such
requirements included undertaking due consultation prior to reaching a decision and in respect
of the resolution itself; it must be passed at a meeting specifically convened for the purpose of
deciding the resolution and by a majority of at least two thirds of Members voting on it.
Counsel’s advice is that these procedural requirements were not met given that the Council did
not convene a special meeting specifically to pass the resolution and whilst clearly a simple
majority resolution was passed; there is no evidence to confirm that it was passed by a two
thirds majority. The resolution of 10th December 2008 is therefore in effect a nullity.
Counsel’s advice is therefore that the Council is legally required to hold an election by a third in
May 2010 and continue to hold elections in thirds (with County elections being held every fourth
year). The requirement to elect in thirds continues until such time as the Council lawfully
resolves to change the current scheme.
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In order to change the electoral scheme to whole elections, a valid resolution must be passed
by 31st December 2010 as per legislative requirements. If such a resolution is passed, the
‘whole election scheme’ would commence in 2011 and take place every fourth year afterwards.
On 29th October 2009, upon receipt of Counsel’s advice, the Chief Executive spoke with the
Leader of the Council by telephone and met with both the Conservative and Labour Group
Leaders to advise of the current position. All three Group Leaders were advised by the Chief
Executive that he had arranged to meet with Councillors who are personally affected by the
requirement to hold the election in May 2010 on Friday 30th October. Having then advised all
Group Leaders and directly affected Councillors personally, a letter was sent to all Members on
Friday 30th October. The letter was sent by e-mail, in view of the current postal strike.
The Chief Executive is presently seeking appropriate advice on any redress the Council may
have.
4.

Key issues and Implications
The Council is legally required to hold an election of a third in May 2010 in accordance with the
2001 Order.

5.

Conclusions and Reason(s) for the Recommendation(s)
The Council is required to hold an election of a third in May 2010.

6.

Other Options Considered
There is a legal requirement to hold an election of a third in 2010, there is therefore no
alternative option for consideration.

7.

Report Author Details
Stephen Brown – Chief Executive
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Section 1
Contribution to Council Priorities (i.e. CHASE, Corporate Plan)
There is no direction contribution to the Corporate priorities articulated in the Corporate Plan 2009/12.
Section 2
Contribution to Promoting Community Engagement
The report requires Members to note the current legal position; there is therefore no contribution to
Promoting Community Engagement as a direct result of this report.
Section 3
Financial Implications
Provision of £171,010,(£246,190 inclusive of recharges,) exists within the 2011-12 budget for the four
yearly whole council election.
No provision exists for the election by thirds in 2010-11.
The previous cost of District Council Elections amounted to approximately £102,000 for each election
year.
The cost may however be reduced in 2010-11 if the election coincides with the General Election with a
likely cost in this instance of between £50,000 to £60,000 depending on the counting arrangements
which have yet to be determined.
It is not possible at this stage to identify any financial implications arising from any redress that the
Council may take.
In addition Council, if not determining to elect as a whole Council in 2011-12 will be required to provide
funding for election by thirds in 2011-12 and 2012-13.
In addition it is likely that further staffing will be required to run the service with staffing savings of
£14,000 per annum being implemented following the review of the electoral cycle.
The total marginal cost over the three year period of elections by thirds amounts to approximately
£306,000 before inflation, as compared to budgeted provision of £170,000, an additional cost of
£136,000 and will require compensating savings of approximately £45,000 per annum to be identified
as part of next years budget process.
In the event that the Council passes a valid and lawful resolution to change the electoral cycle to whole
elections prior to 31/12/2010, the only additional cost will be the 2010-11 election cost.
Should the Council decide that it needs to re-consult the public on whether or not to change the
electoral cycle, there will be an additional cost of the consultation. This cost cannot currently be
quantified and will be the subject of a further report should the decision to re-consult be taken.
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Any additional financial implications not referred to above may require a further report to Council if they
cannot be met from existing resources.

Section 4
Legal Implications
The legal implications are set out throughout this report.
Section 5
Human Resource Implications
The primary implication from an HR perspective is the potential impact on the elections team.
Clearly the team will need to prepare for a district election in May that was not anticipated (albeit I
understand that a general election is anticipated) and this may result in a short term need to add
resilience into the team - following the resignation of the Head of Legal and Democratic Services.
The Head of Law and Administration at Stafford Borough Council has been appointed as
Monitoring Officer for Cannock Chase Council on a temporary basis. In addition action is currently
underway to recruit an interim Head of Legal and Democratic Services, with elections experience,
for a short period which will increase resilience in this area and help to address the practical
implications arising from this report.
The report speaks of seeking advice on any redress the Council may have. Should an enquiry
result in a finding that shows that existing employees have made errors or omissions these could be
deal with under the Council's discipline or capability policies as appropriate. If errors or omissions
are found to have been made by employees who have left the Authority they would not be subject to
those policies and some other form of 'redress' would need to be considered as appropriate
Section 6
Section 17 (Crime Prevention)
There are no S.17 implications
Section 7
Human Rights Act Implications
There are no Human Rights Act implications arising from the content of this report.
Section 8
Data Protection Act Implications
There are no Data Protection Act implications.
Section 9
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Risk Management Implications
The Council is legally required to hold an election of a third in May 2010.
Section 10
Equality and Diversity Implications
There are no equality and diversity implications.
Section 11
List of Background Papers
As detailed in the Annexes section below.
Section 12
Report History
As detailed in the Annexes section below.

Annexes to Report
Annex 1 –

Report to Council - Consultation on Changes to Electoral Arrangements 25 June 2008

Annex 2 –

Report to Council – Outcome of Consultation on potential changes to electoral cycle 10
December 2008
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CANNOCK CHASE COUNCIL
COUNCIL
13 AUGUST, 2008
REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR OF GOVERNANCE & MONITORING OFFICER
CONSULTATION ON CHANGES TO ELECTORAL ARRANGEMENTS
1.

Purpose of Report

1.1

This report seeks Council’s decision on whether to commence a consultation process with a
view to determining whether the Electoral cycle for Council Elections should be changed to
whole Council Elections every four years from 2011.

2.

Recommendation

2.1

Council is requested to determine whether:a)

To continue with the current Elections regime of Elections by thirds; or

b)

To commence a consultation process in accordance with the Local Government &
Public Involvement In Health Act 2007 on whether the Council should change to whole
Council Elections every 4 years as from 2011.

3.

Key Issues

3.1

The Local Government & Public Involvement in Health Act 2007 (Sections 31 to 54) provides
an opportunity for District Councils to change their Electoral arrangements.

3.2

The Government in its publications prior to the implementation of the 2007 Act and
subsequently in reviewing the legislation, has reinforced the importance of simplifying Electoral
arrangements by enabling Councils to adopt all-out Elections every 4 years. A variety of
academic literature exists which explores the advantages and disadvantages of having an
Electoral cycle which requires for a third of Councillors to retire each year. The main point in
such research indicates a perpetual uncertainty for several months of the year in relation to the
delivery of Council objectives and the taking of difficult decisions all of which can have a
negative impact on the governance of the local community. On the other hand, arguments are
presented which support Elections by thirds to ensure a regular return of new Members to the
position of Councillor.

3.3

The 2007 Act provides a specific procedure whereupon a Council may by special resolution,
determine that Elections can be for every 4 years as provided for in the Act.

3.4

This report does not apply to the Electoral arrangements or electoral cycle of the Parish or
Town Council’s.
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Section 1
1.

Background

1.1

The Local Government & Public Involvement in Health Act 2007 aims towards simplifying
Electoral arrangements by enabling Councils to adopt all-out Elections every 4 years. Specific
procedures exist within the legislation which requires the Council to undertake various steps
prior to implementing such a change.

1.2

Prior to resolving to moving to whole Council Elections in 2011, the Council would be required
to pass a resolution at a specially convened meeting for the purposes of deciding the
resolution. In addition, the resolution must be passed by a majority of at least two thirds of the
Members voting on it.

1.3

The consequence of the passing of the resolution would mean that there would be no District
Council Elections of thirds in 2010 but there would be all-out Elections in 2011. In order to
implement this change, the Council would be required to pass the relevant resolution before 31
December 2010.

1.4

Prior to passing the resolution to convert the Electoral cycle to whole Council Elections, the
Council must have taken reasonable steps to consult with such person as it thinks appropriate
on the proposed changes. The legislation does not specify the nature of that consultation but
in order to ensure that the decision is a reasonable one, the Council would need to provide
sufficient publicity and variety of engagement methods with members of the public and political
parties for comments and representations to be made. It is suggested that this should be done
over a 4-6 week period and an open consultation exercise, with publicity should be undertaken.

1.5

In the event that following that consultation, the Council determines that it wishes to provide
Elections on an all-out basis, the Council would be required to produce an explanatory
document explaining the effect of the resolution and make that explanatory document available
for public inspection at the Council’s offices at all reasonable times and available for the public
through other means as the Council deems appropriate. This could include websites and
audio/visual versions of the document. The Council would also be required to publicise the
change in the Electoral arrangements and when the first Election would be required to take
place (2011). In addition, the Council would need to advise the Electoral Commission that the
resolution had been passed.
Section 2

2.

Details of Matters to be Considered

2.1

Council needs to determine whether the consultation process should be commenced, prior to
determining the change in Electoral Cycle. The nature of the consultation should be sufficiently
comprehensive so as to constitute meaningful consultation. The Council should make
available a consultation process by way of the local press; a web site consultative process and
through District and County Councillors. Councillors must be consulted in their own right. The
Council’s PR & Marketing Department have suggested a number of consultation mechanisms
which are set out at Annex 1 of this report. On conclusion of the consultation (6 weeks from
the date of this meeting) the Council will need to consider the results of the consultation and
determine whether a change in the Electoral Cycle is reasonable and proportionate. The
Council will need to apply its own judgement on this point. The Council should be able to justify
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its decision and should be able to demonstrate due consideration to the views expressed
during the consultation. The final decision rests with the Council but could be challenged if it
was made outside the law; due process was not followed or unreasonable. Those Councillors
elected in 2008 will potentially have a reduced term of office to 2011 and others will serve until
2011.
Section 3
3.

Contributions to CHASE

3.1

The Council needs to consider the value of clarifying the Electoral Cycle in achieving the
CHASE objectives. Arguments for and against such a change are mentioned at 3.2.
Section 4

4.

Section 17 Implications

4.1

There are no Section 17 implications arising directly arising from the report.
Section 5

5.

Human Rights Act Implications

5.1

There are no Human Rights Act implications arising directly from this report.
Section 6

6.

Data Protection Act Implications

6.1

There are no identified implications in respect of the Data Protection Act arising from this
report.
Section 7

7.

Risk Management Implications

7.1

The Risk Management aspects of a decision to change the Electoral Cycle concerns itself with
the potential challenge to the decision. Should the Council fail to follow the correct procedures
and/or (following consultation) make decisions that failed to consider the results of public
consultation and consequently make an unreasonable decision, then the potential for a legal
challenge would be increased.
Section 8

8.

Legal Implications

8.1

The Legal implications are set out throughout the report.
Section 9
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9.

Financial Implications

9.1

The cost of undertaking the consultation process would need to be provided as a
Supplementary Estimate of approximately £7,000, which would be reported to Council at its
next meeting for approval. The allocation of Officer expenditure for Election Services will need
to be re-evaluated were the Electoral Cycle to change.
Section 10

10.

Human Resource Implications

10.1

The implications of the change in electoral arrangements may require a review of the staffing
structure for elections
Section 11

11.

Conclusions

11.1

The Council has the option to determine whether the Electoral Cycle should move to whole
Council Elections as from 2011. The Council must undertake a Public Consultation process
prior to making a decision and the outcome of this could be reported to Council in November
2008.

Background Papers
None

Annexes
Annex 1:

Proposed Public Consultation Mechanisms
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Annex 1
Suggested Public Consultation Mechanisms
There are several ways the Council can consult with the public on this issue:
Method of consultation

Where/how

Cost

Implications

Call to action method – One of the local Approx £600 full This may not reach all
newspaper advert to newspapers
page advert
residents
include survey ( cut out
Reliant on people returning
and return)
survey
Community Forums

Across district

N/A

Limited access to audience.
Members participation

Direct Mail shot

Royal Mil to
deliver
leaflet/
survey to every
household
in
district

40k leaflets - cost Most expensive method, but
approx £5k
will reach 100% of residents
Direct mail via RM
£6k

On line survey N/A
made available on
CCC website

May require software in order
to collect information.

Chase Matters magazine

Distributed to 90% Internal only
of residents via
Chase
Post
newspaper

Space available. The edition
may not be timely for the 6
week timescale for consultation

Roadshows

Across district to Display stands
Distribute
raise awareness
awareness
two costing £400 +
posters

Website
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ANNEX 2

CANNOCK CHASE COUNCIL
COUNCIL
10 DECEMBER, 2008
REPORT OF DIRECTOR OF GOVERNANCE
OUTCOME OF THE CONSULTATION ON POTENTIAL CHANGES TO THE ELECTORAL CYCLE

1.

Purpose of Report

1.1

This report provides Council with the outcomes of the consultation recently undertaken
regarding the electoral cycle. The report gives the Council options to change the electoral
cycle.

2.

Recommendation(s)

2.1

Council is recommended to either:a)

continue with the current electoral cycle (election by thirds);

OR
b)

with effect from 2011 adopt the electoral cycle of whole Council elections every 4 years

3.

Conclusions and Reason(s) for the Recommendation(s)

3.1

Following the recent public consultation, Council can chose whether or not to change the
existing electoral arrangements of “election by thirds” (with no election in the fourth year) with
the alternative regime of “all out elections” for all 41 councillors once every 4 years. This
decision is a local choice for the Council in accordance with the Local Government and Public
Involvement in Health Act 2007.

3.2

The two recommendations referred to at Section 2 above are presented following the public
consultation undertaken during Summer 2008. The consultation concluded with overall support
of 73.2% for a change to elections for the Council for all 41 seats once every 4 years.

4.

Background

4.1

At its meeting on 25 June, 2008 the current Council resolved to:-

Council minute:
File Reference
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Consultation on Changes to Electoral Arrangements

“Consideration was given to the report of the Director of Governance and Monitoring
Officer (Enclosure 15.1 – 15.6 of the Official Minutes of the Council).

RESOLVED:

That a consultation process be commenced in accordance with the Local Government
and Public Involvement In Health Act 2007 on whether the Council should change to
whole Council Elections every 4 years as from 2011”.

4.2

A consultation exercise was subsequently undertaken which included the Citizen’s Panel;
consultation with elected Members (District, County and Parish); the option for the public to
express their views using the Council’s website; a questionnaire included in Chase Matters and
consultation forms for public opinion distributed at the Community Forums.

4.3

Attached as Annex A to this report is the summary of the outcome of the consultation as
presented by the PR and Marketing Manager. This report concludes that a total of 637
responses were received and overall, 73.2% opted for a change to electoral arrangements of
elections once every 4 years for all Council seats.

4.4

At Annex B is the report of Quality Fieldwork and Research Services, who consulted on behalf
of the Council with the Citizen’s Panel. Their report gives the details of the outcome of that
consultation according to Ward and respondent profile.

4.5

Having undertaken the consultation Council may now determine whether or not the electoral
cycle should be changed. If the Council were to change the electoral cycle to once every 4
years for all Council seats, an information leaflet would have to be produced and made
available to the public informing of that change. In addition, the Electoral Commission would
be notified of the change.

4.6

In the event that the Council determines to support the decision to undertake elections once
every 4 years, the respective term of effected Members will be automatically extended /
reduced until the election in May 2011.

File Reference
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REPORT INDEX
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Section 1

Details of Matters to be Considered i.e. Options Considered, Outcome of Section 2
Consultations etc.
Contribution to CHASE
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Financial Implications
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Human Resource Implications

Section 5

Legal Implications

Section 6
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Section 8
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Section 9

Risk Management Implications

Section 10
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Section 11
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Annex A

Report of Quality Fieldwork and Research Services

Annex B

Report Author Details:
Philip Lloyd-Williams
Director of Governance
Ext 4223

File Reference
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Section 1
Background
The background to this report is contained in the report to Council on 25 June, 2008, which presented
the option to Council, following public consultation, the choice of changing the electoral cycle.
Section 2
Details of Matters to be Considered
The Council will need to consider the relative advantages and disadvantages of changing the electoral
arrangements in terms of the impact on the community, local democracy and local politics.
Section 3
Contribution to CHASE
The manner in which citizens exercise their democratic right of electing a local councillor underpins the
Council’s corporate objectives as expressed by CHASE. Some academic research has indicated that
all out elections once every 4 years can stimulate local democracy by increasing voter participation. On
the other hand, continuing with the current regime of elections of the third of the councillors ensure
more regular turnover of representatives for communities. Either way, the electoral regime that
mandates elected representatives to make decisions concerning the district underpins the corporate
objectives of the Council.
Section 4
Financial Implications
The current cost of District Council Elections is estimated to be £102,000 for each election year.
The cost of all out elections every four years is estimated to be £170,000.
As a result of the current timing of elections only marginal savings will occur over the current budget
timetable 2009-10 to 2011-12 however annual savings of £34,000 per annum will be achieved
thereafter for each 4 year budget cycle.
The above savings include postages, rent of premises, presiding officer and poll clerks etc and further
savings are anticipated as more detailed work is undertaken by the Chief Executive as Returning
Officer, regarding potential financial consequences and changes in staffing arrangements with a further
saving of at least £14,000 per annum envisaged.
The consultation exercise undertaken by the Council by using the Citizen’s Panel totalled £3,045. This
was within the allocated budget. The cost of producing an information leaflet to advise citizens in a
change in electoral cycle to once every 4 years (if this were to be the case) would be in the region of
£4,020.00.
Section 5
Human Resource Implications

File Reference
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A review of the human resource implications as a result to a change in electoral cycle of elections every
4 years would need to be undertaken. Irrespective of the change to an electoral cycle, the electoral
canvas would continue to be undertaken every year, and the Council would still need to accommodate
any by-elections and parish elections during any 4-year period. Nevertheless, a review in the next 12
months of the human resource implications in a change to elections every 4 years would need to be
undertaken by the Returning Officer.
Section 6
Legal Implications
The legal implications of this report are referred to throughout.
Section 7
Section 17 (Crime Prevention)
There are no crime prevention matters arising directly as a result of this report.
Section 8
Human Rights Act Implications
There are no Human Rights Act matters arising directly as a result of this report.

Section 9
Data Protection Act Implications
There are no Data Protection Act matters arising directly as a result of this report.

Section 10
Risk Management Implications
There are no risk management matters arising directly as a result of this report.

Section 11
Equality and Diversity Implications
There are no Equality and Diversity matters arising directly as a result of this report.

Section 12
File Reference
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Other Options Considered
The two options open to the Council are explained in the main body of the report.
Section 13
List of Background Papers
Council report, “Consultation on Changes to Electoral Arrangements” 25 June, 2008.

Annexes
Annex A - summary of the outcome of the consultation
Annex B - report of Quality Fieldwork and Research Services

File Reference
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